Utilizing my – Do It Yourself Auction – it’s not uncommon for a Home Owner or Owner’s Agent to put
a home on the market by auction that has been for sale for six months, a year, or even longer and then to
sell that house in six-to-eight weeks irrespective of the price of the home: from under $300,000 to over
$3,000,000.
I give Sellers an edge on competition in the marketplace by making their home the first one a
buyer will look at if they want to buy in their area: the value-buy message inherent to selling by
auction demands that.
The Owner or Owner's Agent still sells the home and completes the paperwork, but uses my auction by
sealed-bid marketing program to do it faster. Once buyers are brought to the sale-by-auction property by
signs and advertising to see what the auction is all about, they see an attractive pricing display within the
home and receive information which establishes the Seller’s minimum acceptable bid price: usually the
full asking or list price.
They’re also given a purchaser bidding package which includes a sale-by-auction letter of explanation,
a customized bid form and envelope for delivery of their confidential bid to the Owner or Owner's Agent by
a specified bidding cutoff date and time: usually Tuesday at 5:00 p.m. each week until the property sells.
Bids can either go "Up" from the minimum acceptable bid price or "Down" depending on the number
of Buyers showing interest in a property and upon local market conditions. When, for example, selling a
home within an area or neighborhood known as a fast-sale area, the auction is used to encourage buyers
to submit bids above the asking price to get what they want. The reverse, sometimes called a Reverse
Auction, would be typical of a slow-sale market, area or neighborhood; bids and a sale, nevertheless,
would be the result. As indicated, this goes on week-to-week until the home sells by auction utilizing my
exclusive Bid Form or by a conventional offer to purchase negotiated by the Seller or Seller's Agent outside
the auction, whichever comes first.
The auction induces within a Buyer (1st) A desire to see the home, that's half the battle and (2nd) A
sense of urgency to act, to take action, to buy the first time they walk through for fear of loss to another
Buyer that has been or will be attracted to the property the same way they were and (3rd) Because of the
bidding process, the Seller gets the best possible price for their home; maybe, even, a higher price than
the asking price.
Job One / It is my intention with this program to help my Clients, as well as sale-by-owner Sellers and
Agents with slow-sale properties and listings anywhere in the U.S. or Canada, get more money for their
homes and listings than anyone believes possible in today's market and, possibly, more money than
anyone has ever gotten before for houses like the subject properties where located irrespective of the
conditions of the time, the market or economy; and, above all, it is my intention to do it quickly.
To do this I assist Sellers and Agents with the sale of their properties and listings by Auction to position
them in the competitive market as, possibly, the best choice over all similar properties for sale locally
because of the value-buy message inherent to selling real estate by auction – to Rise Above the Crowd, You
Have to Rise Above the Crowd – inquiries and visits skyrocket.
Start-up Agreement / Upon receipt of a onetime start-up fee of $995 for a single license use of my
program, the Seller or Seller's Agent will be provided (1) A customized sale-by-auction sign and frame
which can be posted alone in front of a house or next to a conventional Agent's sign (2) Customized
property-specific sale-by-auction documents, sealed bid envelopes and (3) A pricing display board.
Consultation Provided / On-call consultation by Broker, Al Lewis, is provided all program users.
If the cost is in line with what we might call your sense of urgency to sell, I’m inviting you to take action
on this extraordinary sales and marketing program now. Mail or eMail your Sale by Auction Advertising
Services Fee Agreement (pages 7 and 8) and Check per the instructions shown to my company and you
will receive everything you need to begin the sale of your property by Auction within approximately seven
to ten days of receipt of funds.
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Put Our “Sale by Auction” Sign in Your Yard.
Posting our sale by auction sign alongside or near your Realtor’s sign will bring local
buyers and agents to your property in greater numbers than any other sign you could use.
The curiosity aroused by the value-buy message inherent to selling by auction compels
buyers and agents to immediate inquiry seeking information regarding your price and terms of sale,
your property’s competitive market value, and appeal. Appeal, however, can only be discovered
from within the property itself, because of that it is imperative to withhold most of the sale by auction
value-buy information from buyers until they visit with the listing Realtor at the property.
In situations where double signing a property is not practical or allowed, the sale by
auction sign can be used alone. It is personalized with the listing Realtor’s phone number and an
agency designation. This and other signs may be customized any way beneficial to the sale effort.

Advertise Your Home for “Sale by Auction.”
Builders and their advertising agencies have found the value-buy appeal of sale by
auction advertising to be the most tantalizing method of marketing they can use to get buyers to visit
their developments. Realtors that use it find the same to be true for them.
Your sale by auction sign will get the attention of local buyers; the listing Realtor’s
advertising, whether classified, display or electronic, will get the attention of regional buyers; both in
greater numbers than any other type of advertising you could use.
Because of the attention-getting headline – Sale by Auction – small ads will work as
well as large ads. Define the property’s locale, state that a minimum bid price has been set below the
list price and that this information is published exclusively on site and buyers will flow to the property.
Buyers predisposed to buying within your locale will call for information to find out
what the auction is all about, what the potential for a “Deal” is. Sale by auction advertising, in its own
unique way, puts hope to work for you in a positive way. It outperforms traditional advertising.

List the House as a “Sale by Auction” on MLS.
Research tells us the average sales ratio of one sale per fifty visitors is common to the
sale of both new and resale properties: we call it “The 49-to-1 Rule.” Buyer traffic, then, derived by
any and all means appropriate is what adds up to a fast sale.
Realtor cooperation through the multiple listing service is the easiest way to make
your property available for their sale efforts and an important method of marketing for bringing
buyers to your property.
Some Realtor Associations, however, have many thousands of homes listed; it’s easy
to become lost in the crowd and to derive little benefit by the listing. With sale by auction marketing,
though, even among thousands of listed properties from which a Realtor must select only a few to
show to any particular buyer, the standout comments which indicate the sale by auction of your
property – even on MLS – will demand Realtor inquiry the same way it does for buyers derived from
your sign and advertising. The result of selling by auction on MLS is more showings.

Demand Attention to Create Demand.
Resell buyers usually know ahead of the time they actually enter the market for a
home the community or locale within which they want to buy. Demand, therefore, for any single
house, on any single street, in any particular neighborhood is limited and cannot easily be created,
but encountered over time as buyers come into the marketplace to buy when ready.
Traditional Realtor marketing is appropriately founded upon this reality: the local
office works with local agents; each working with local sellers and local buyers as they answer ads,
call on signs, stop by open houses, or are derived through cooperating brokers. Because they are
few and limited, the competition for buyers among local agents and sellers can be intense.
It is our goal with sale by auction marketing to create for your home or listing “1st
Choice” demand from among the usually limited number of buyers previewing homes within its
locale. By piggybacking the value-buy aspects of our auction to the traditional sales and marketing
activity of a local Realtor, we can gain for you the benefit of more traffic and a faster sale.

Establish Your Minimum Acceptable Bid Price.
So now buyers are in your home, lots of them. They expect to see something, they expect to see an
auction. The first thing we will show them is an attractive pricing display that establishes your property’s fair market
value justified by comparables posted on the board itself, they see your property’s list price and your minimum
acceptable bid price. The display board and easel are provided by us, the data is derived by you and your Realtor
working together.
It is our recommendation that a value-buy price reduction for selling by auction does not exceed 3% of
the list price. Anything greater or lesser than that is up to you; less, possibly, to the point of conducting an “Absolute”
auction or a “Reverse” auction in which the list price and the minimum acceptable bid price are the same. The buyer
then bids down to a price or “offer” that would be amenable to them and negotiable by the seller.
Some properties, because of their inherent value or locale, or because of accelerated market
conditions can derive higher prices than their list prices. Selling by auction encourages that; bidding merely begins at
the list price and goes up from there. In either case, discount pricing or not, real buyers (buyers “expecting” to have to
pay fair market value for the property they want) will study the display board, look at the house, study the display
board again, look at the house again and go back again. They find it intriguing and motivating.
The pricing display board validates the auction in the buyer’s mind, determines a starting point for
negotiation and is a focal point for conversation between a buyer and the selling Realtor that will lead to a sale.

Handout Bid Forms from the House.
The sale of your home by auction will be conducted by a “Letter of Intent to Buy” bid form given to
buyers from the property itself. Once the sale-by-auction marketing of your property has begun, it will continue weekto-week from the date you begin the auction to the day the property sells unless you decide to stop sooner.
A "Purchaser Bidding Package" should be displayed within your home and contain personalized
documents for buyer perusal and use. Its contents should include pertinent property information worksheets or flyers,
a “How to Purchase by Auction” letter of explanation and a “Letter of Intent to Buy Bid Form.” Pre-addressed envelopes
for delivery of a buyer’s confidential bid to you or your agent can, additionally, be included in the Purchaser Bidding
Package. Bids received by you or your agent are held until the bidding cutoff date and time, which is usually Tuesday
evening at 5:00 each week, and then reviewed by you and your agent. If by Tuesday at 5:00 p.m. no bids are received
the auction merely begins again the next day.
These are the terms:
Seller, by distribution of the “Letter of Intent to Buy Bid Form” acknowledges a commitment to buyer to
hold all bid forms received until 5:00 p.m. the first Tuesday following their submissions; and then, to counter within
three days multiple bids that may have been received, each with “equal terms” acceptable or more favorable to seller
than the terms of the most favorable bid submitted. If only one bid is received by the bidding cutoff date and time, the
seller may accept the bid as is or counter.
Upon the buyers receipt of seller’s counter, buyers can accept the seller’s counter as is, better the
seller’s counter or counter any other way buyers deem appropriate; also, within three days. Should more than one
buyer “better” or accept the seller’s counter without changes, the seller will counter equally again and again until only
one buyer’s mutually accepted bid form remains. That buyer will be designated the highest bidder and be given the
first right to purchase per the terms of the “Letter of Intent to Buy Bid Form.”
Significantly, the seller will not review and/or accept an “Offer to Purchase” without the buyer first
having gone through the bidding process explained above and, additionally, the seller has instructed the listing agent
to communicate this policy to agents and brokers not associated with the listing agent’s company.
The primary reasons for conducting sale by auction marketing are to bring buyers to your home, to
generate buying conversations with these buyers, and to create a sense of urgency to act. The sale-by-auction activity
helps motivate buyers to take immediate action for fear of loss. They believe other buyers will respond to your valuebuy sale by auction message the same way they have. It is this unique set of circumstances that can turn slow-sale real
estate into a fast-sale real estate.
Copyright 2021 Al Lewis

Approve Our Program and Start in One Week.
Selling your home by auction is easy. We do just about everything for you.
We create and deliver the customized sign and frame for installation; we create and deliver the pricing
display board and easel to the listing Realtor for preparation; we personalize the sale by auction documents and
prepare the purchase bidding package; we then deliver them to the listing Realtor for placement within your home.
You and your Realtor may utilize the auction any other way you like.
Our program may appear at first glance to be very sophisticated, and it is, but it is also incredibly
simple and easy to use. Once begun you can call for help any time by calling 714-744-0617 and asking to speak with
a sale by auction expert. Turn slow-sale real estate into fast-sale real estate selling by auction today!

Letter of Intent to Buy Bid Form
Buyer’s Name(s)
Property Address
Buyer’s Bid: Total Purchase Price
Bidding Deposit and Down Payment
Terms of Sale

Condition of Title, Escrow and Possession
Seller to deliver title free and clear of all liens, encumbrances, assessments, and ground leases. Seller to choose
Escrow and Title Company. Escrow shall close within _____ days of opening. Each party shall pay normal Buyer
and Seller closing costs. Possession shall be granted to Buyer within three days of the close of escrow.

Contingencies
Buyer's purchase of this property is contingent on the terms and conditions set forth within a standard Residential
Purchase Agreement and Receipt for Deposit executed by Buyer within three days of acceptance (bid
agreement), subject in its entirety to Buyer and Seller approval.
Buyer’s Bidding Deposit ($2500 minimum by check) to be made payable to Broker (Real Estate Professionals of
Southern California) and shall be held uncashed by Broker until deposited into Broker’s trust account per the
following instruction: Broker to deposit the Buyer’s bidding deposit into Broker’s trust account within one business
day of Buyer’s and Seller’s “Bid” agreement; if “Bid” agreement is not reached or if the bid is withdrawn prior to
agreement, the check is to be returned to Buyer uncashed.
Additionally: If Buyer and Seller agree on a bid Please
price and Buyer does not complete the standard Residential
Purchase Agreement and Receipt for Deposit within three days as specified, Buyer hereby instructs Broker to
release the Bidding Deposit made into Broker’s
trust account
on Buyer’s behalf direct to Seller and waives all
Call
Direct
rights to said funds.

for

When the standard Residential Purchase Agreement and Receipt for Deposit is completed within the appropriate
time, then negotiated, approved, and
signed by both parties, Buyer
hereby instructs Broker to forward the
Complimentary
Copy
bidding deposit to escrow. Said funds to be credited to Buyer’s cash requirements of closing.

of but at Seller’s option, must provide a pre-qualification
Buyer may obtain financing from lender of Buyer’s choice,
letter from lender of Seller’s choice prior to Seller’s acceptance of the standard Residential Purchase Agreement
The Letter of Intent to Buy
as specified above.
Brokerage

Bid Form

If Buyer is working with a licensed real estate agent or broker, Seller shall pay a referral fee or commission to
agent’s or broker’s company in the amount of __________________________________ at the close of escrow.
Company
Address
Phone/Fax

Copyright 2021
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Seller's Acceptance
This Letter of Intent to Buy Bid will expire three days after the bidding cutoff date if not accepted or countered by
Seller per the terms specified on the reverse side of this agreement. In addition to the terms and conditions
contained herein, it is hereby acknowledged that items of substantial significance to both parties have yet to be
resolved. Neither party intends that this letter of intent to buy “Bid” be binding on one or the other party, except
for the handling of funds as specified above. Only a Residential Purchase Agreement and Receipt for Deposit
negotiated, approved, and signed by both parties shall bind the sale.
Seller: If these initial terms are acceptable as is, please sign below, make a copy for yourself and return a copy to
Buyer direct and/or Agent, _______________________________________, of the company specified above.
If these terms are acceptable subject to change or modification, please make the changes above by marking out
the unacceptable terms and overwriting the terms you would like, then initial the changes, sign below and return
a copy to Buyer direct and/or the Buyer’s Agent as specified.

Agreed by Buyer

Agreed by Seller

Date

Date

By

By

By

By

Address

Address

Phone

Phone

Fax

Fax

E-Mail

E-Mail

HOW TO
PURCHASE BY AUCTION
We are pleased that you have shown an interest in this property by previewing it and by
reviewing our auction sale by "Letter of Intent to Buy Bid Form” and bidding process.
Displayed for your review is a property worksheet indicating the current list (or selling)
price of these homes.
There is no minimum bid established. You can submit a "Letter of Intent to Buy" at any
price by using the bid form printed on the reverse side of this letter. The seller is not obligated
to accept a price below the list price or unfavorable terms, but will seriously consider all
offers.
Purchasing by "Letter of Intent to Buy" can eliminate many of the challenges associated
with making offers on a property and then negotiating for price back and forth between
buyer and seller. Only a small Bidding Deposit is required and the use of only one form
simplifies the negotiation process for all parties involved.
We invite you now to review our "Letter of Intent to Buy Bid Form” and to complete it.
Upon completion deliver it to the seller's agent, Real Estate Professionals of Southern
California, for submission to seller.

Please

Seller, by distribution of this "Letter of Intent to Buy" bid form, hereby acknowledges a
commitment to buyer to hold all bid forms
received
until 5:00 p.m. Tuesday evening following
Call
Direct
their submissions; and then, to counter within three days multiple bids that may have been
for
received, each with "equal terms" acceptable or more favorable to seller than the terms of the
most favorable bid submitted.Complimentary Copy
If only one bid is received by the biddingof
cutoff date and time, seller may accept the bid
as is or counter should seller so desire.

The Sale by Auction Letter

Upon buyers' receipt of seller's counter, buyers can accept seller's counter as is, better
seller's counter, or counter any other way buyers
ofdeem appropriate; also, within three days.
Should more than one buyer "better"
or accept seller's counter without changes, seller
Explanation
will counter all equally again and again until only one buyer's mutually accepted bid form
remains. That buyer will be designated the highest bidder and be given the first right to
purchase per the terms of the accepted "Letter of Intent to Buy Bid Form.”
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As counters go back and forth, each party must act within successive three day periods
Al for
Lewis
until only one buyer's offer (or bid) remains
seller acceptance. (New bidders may enter an
ongoing bidding competition any time, temporarily waiving the Tuesday hold-off date.)
The seller of this property will not review and/or accept an "Offer to Purchase" without
the buyer first having gone through the bidding process explained above and has instructed
the listing agent to communicate this policy to agents and brokers not associated with Real
Estate Professionals of Southern California.
By participating in this "Letter of Intent to Buy" bidding process, buyer hereby agrees to
allow seller the sole right to judge or arbitrate any claim or controversy regarding the bidding
process arising out of or involving buyer's initial or successive bids and to settle the issue as
seller deems appropriate; and agrees to indemnify and hold harmless buyer's and seller's
agents from said claims or controversies.
If you or your real estate agent have questions regarding this property or the bidding
process, or wish to submit a bid in person, by mail or fax, please call Real Estate Professionals
World Enterprise Marketing at 714-744-0617 and ask for Al Lewis.
Thank you.

The “Letter of Intent to Buy Bid Form” is not a legally binding contract but represents Buyer and Seller intentions only with instructions to Broker
for handling funds. A real estate broker is the person qualified to advise on real estate transactions. If you desire legal or tax advice, consult with an
appropriate professional. Seller can terminate the bidding process any time without notice. Buyers and agents should verify its status prior to
submitting bids. Copyright 2018 Al Lewis

The Fast Sale Auction
Advertising Services Fee Agreement
for
Sale-By-Owner Sellers, Builders
and Independent Agents.
The Subject Property Address / City / State / Zip

Upon receipt by Real Estate Professionals World Enterprise Marketing
of a onetime start-up fee of $995 for a single license use of its “Sale by
Auction” marketing program ($745 each for simultaneous multiple
orders), the Owner of the subject property or the Owner’s Agent will be
provided a customized sale-by-auction sign and frame, customized saleby-auction documents and mailing envelopes, and a pricing display
board per the program shown on the seven step outline titled “How to Sell
Real Estate Faster by Auction” published herein.
Customized website created upon request at additional cost.
General Provisions
It is understood by all parties that fees paid to or gained by Real Estate
Professionals World Enterprise Marketing are for its sale by auction
advertising services and the consultation of Broker, Al Lewis, only; and
that the Real Estate Professionals World Enterprise/Allstate Marketing
organization and its Broker, Al Lewis, are not acting in any way in a
licensed capacity as an Agent or Broker in the sale, exchange, lease, or
option of the subject property; nor in any way are parties to a listing or
purchase agreement on the subject property.
This agreement is effective from the date of receipt of funds for the
start-up fee by Real Estate Professionals World Enterprise Marketing or
Broker, Al Lewis, and runs for one year from date.
Owner’s Broker/Agent

Real Estate Professionals

I Agree to the Terms Stated Above.

Agreed as Stated Above.

Date

Date

Company

E/Mail a copy of this document, signed by all parties indicated, to AlLewisMarketing@gmail.com. Pay as a guest
payer on PayPal. Go to PayPal.com and pay the account of
AlLewisMarketing@gmail.com or call to charge by phone.
Upon receipt, a representative of Real Estate Professionals
will countersign, return a copy to you and process the startup of your auction.

By
Address

Phone
Fax

Al Lewis / Broker/Marketing Professional Since 1975

E/Mail

Owner

By

/ Owner Alone if Sale-By-Owner Seller or Builder

I Agree to the Terms Stated Above.

Real Estate Professionals World Enterprise Marketing
Headquartered in Orange County, California
Phone: 714-744-0617

AlLewisProfile.com
AlLewisMarketing@gmail.com
CA DRE License No. 00524259

Date
By

Phone

Address

Fax
E/Mail
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Startup Specs
/
What Name and/or Company Name and Phone Number do You want on Your Bid Form?

What Bidding Fee do You want to Show on the Bid Form ($0 to $5000)?

What Name and Return Address do You want to Show on Your Sealed Bid Return Envelope?

What Time Period do You Prefer for Buyer/Seller Response (3 to 7 days) on the Bid Form?
Three Days is Recommended for Lower Priced Homes, More for Higher Priced.

